Experimental and theoretical results for transport through crossed metallic single-wall nanotubes are presented. We observe a zero-bias anomaly in one tube which is suppressed by a current flowing through the other nanotube. The phenomenon is shown to be consistent with the picture of strongly correlated electrons within the Luttinger liquid model. The most relevant coupling between the nanotubes is the electrostatic interaction generated via crossing-induced backscattering processes. Explicit solution of a simplified model is able to describe qualitatively the observed experimental data with only one adjustable parameter.
Experimental and theoretical results for transport through crossed metallic single-wall nanotubes are presented. We observe a zero-bias anomaly in one tube which is suppressed by a current flowing through the other nanotube. The phenomenon is shown to be consistent with the picture of strongly correlated electrons within the Luttinger liquid model. The most relevant coupling between the nanotubes is the electrostatic interaction generated via crossing-induced backscattering processes. Explicit solution of a simplified model is able to describe qualitatively the observed experimental data with only one adjustable parameter. Single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) continue to receive a lot of attention in connection to electronic transport in interacting one-dimensional (1D) quantum wires. Metallic SWNTs represent a nearly perfect 1D system, with µm-long mean free paths [1, 2, 3] and only two spindegenerate transport channels, where it has been theoretically predicted that electrons form a Luttinger liquid (LL) rather than a conventional Fermi liquid phase [4, 5] . Experimental evidence for LL behavior in an individual SWNT has been reported in tunneling [6, 7, 8] and resonant tunneling measurements [9] , revealing a pronounced suppression in the tunneling density of states [zero-bias anomaly (ZBA)]. Although the observed power-law ZBA can be consistently explained by the LL theory, it is difficult to rule out alternative explanations based on, e.g., environmental dynamical Coulomb blockade. Furthermore, a very similar ZBA has been experimentally observed in multi-wall nanotubes [10, 11, 12] although such systems are known to be disordered multi-channel wires [13, 14] . It is therefore of importance to clearly identify Luttinger liquid signatures beyond the ZBA for tunneling into an individual SWNT [6, 7, 8] . Following the proposal of Refs. [15, 16] , in this paper we report experimental evidence in support of the LL picture from electrical transport through two crossed metallic SWNTs.
Albeit crossed nanotubes have been investigated by other groups before [17, 18, 19] , so far no transport measurements for crossed metallic SWNTs have been reported below room temperature. In our experiments, the conductance is measured first in one tube while the second is left floating. The conductance decreases as the temperature or the bias is reduced, in a way very similar to that of tunneling experiments in SWNTs. Interestingly, the ZBA disappears as the current is increased through the second tube. Below we discuss the relationship between these results and LL predictions. The electrostatic coupling between the tubes is expected to pin the sliding low-energy excitations (plasmons). This mechanism is enhanced by the backscattering generated by the mechanical deformation of the tubes at the cross- ing. When current is imposed to flow in one tube, the pinning tends to be suppressed, enhancing the plasmon sliding and therefore the current in the second tube. Explicit calculations based on LL theory are able to reproduce the measurements rather well, while several alternative explanations are shown to be unlikely below. The SWNT material is synthesized by laser ablation [20] . SWNTs are dispersed from a suspension in dichloroethane onto an oxidized Si wafer. AFM is then used to locate crossed SWNTs with an apparent height of ≈ 1 nm, presumably corresponding to individual SWNTs. Next, Cr/Au electrodes are attached using electron-beam lithography. An example of a device is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The separation L between the crossing point and the electrodes is chosen to be ≃ 300 nm. For shorter L, undesired finite-size effects may come into play, while for much longer L, the probability is enhanced to find disorder centers along the SWNTs that complicate the analysis. Devices were then studied above 20 K, where the thermal length v F /kT , with Fermi velocity v F , remains short compared to L. More than 60 samples have been realized, but we have never been lucky enough to achieve a device with two crossed metallic SWNTs and, at the same time, to keep all contact resistances low, so that Coulomb blockade is negligible. Four times an almost ideal device has been obtained, where only one of the four contact resistances was large. Measurements have been carried out on these four devices, which all gave similar results. A representative set of measurements on one device is presented next.
In this device, at T = 220 K, the two-point resistances at zero bias of the two SWNTs [henceforth called A and B] are R A =19 kΩ and R B = 524 kΩ, while the fourpoint resistance of the tube-tube junction is R X = 277 kΩ. Other two-point measurements with electrode B1 contacted, see Fig. 1 (b) for the electrode identification, give also large resistance, suggesting that the large R B comes from a poor interface between tube B and electrode B1. Note that the two-point measurements are achieved with the other electrodes left floating. When temperature is decreased, this large contact resistance induces Coulomb blockade (CB) oscillations in tube B with zero current for different regions in the backgate voltage V g . In the following, V g is fixed at a broad CB peak.
The device is further characterized by measuring the LL interaction parameter g [4, 5] from the tunneling density of states. Fig. 2 shows the differential tube-tube tunneling conductance G X (V X , T ) = dI X /dV X measured in a four-point configuration. Electrons tunnel from the middle of one SWNT to the middle of the second SWNT (bulk-bulk tunneling). The double-logarithmic plots of G X (V X , T ) in Fig. 2 are in the studied ranges described by a power-law scaling with slope α bulk−bulk ≃ 1.1. Using α bulk−bulk = (g −1 +g −2)/4 [4, 5] , this gives g ≃ 0.16. This value is slightly lower than the generally reported values g ≃ 0.2 for tunneling into a SWNT from a metal electrode [6, 7, 8] , reflecting slightly stronger Coulomb interactions among the electrons. This is presumably due to different geometries in Refs. [6, 7, 8] and in our device, in particular concerning the size and location of the connecting electrodes screening part of the interaction. Fig. 3(a) shows the differential conductance dI A /dV A measured on tube A as a function of V A for different temperatures and with tube B left floating. A clear ZBA is observed, which becomes larger as temperature is decreased. Such a ZBA has been observed many times in SWNTs [6, 7, 8] , and implies that a barrier lies along the tube or at the interface with the electrodes. Fig. 3(b) shows dI A /dV A (V A ) when a current I B is imposed to flow through the second tube. Interestingly, the ZBA is progressively suppressed when I B is increased. We note that the ZBA suppression depends only on the intensity of I B and not on its sign. For these measurements, the sample was biased such that no current flows from tube A to tube B through the crossing point. In order to achieve this, first a three-point measurement is carried out on tube A under bias V A to determine the potential V X A at the crossing. The voltage drops between the crossing and each electrode are recorded as a function of V A and are found to be half of the bias applied on the tube. In a second step, the three-point measurement is carried out on tube B to record the potential V Since most of V B drops at the bad contact B1, we give instead of V B the current I B in Fig. 3(b) legend, which is measured while tube A is left floating. The differential conductance is obtained using numerical differentiation.
We review now some possible explanations for the I Bdependence of the ZBA. Let us first consider the effect of Joule heating. Note that heating effects are generally disregarded in tunneling experiments into individual tubes [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12] . However, the poor B1 contact releases significant heat in tube B. Part of it flows through tube A, which may then change the temperature sensitive G A . Unfortunately, the temperature rise ∆T is difficult to estimate, already because little is known about the thermal conductances of individual SWNTs and tubetube junctions. Nevertheless, a qualitative statement can be made. Since G A (20K, 0.6µA) ≃ G A (40K, 0A) and G A (40K, 0.6µA) ≃ G A (80K, 0A), the same heat input 360 nW would give rise to temperature increases 20→40 K and 40→80 K. This would imply that the thermal conductance decreases with T , which is very unlikely in this T range [21, 22, 23] . Hence thermal effects alone cannot explain our observations. Another explanation might be related to the capacitive coupling between the tubes. Metal tubes can have an energy dependent conductance, which thus varies with V g as in interference experiments [2, 3] . Here the conductance G A is indeed observed to fluctuate with V g . One could thus argue that tube B just acts as a gate. However, the fluctuations with V g , which are lower than 2.1 µS at 20 K and above, cannot account for the large modulation of G A (I B ). We conclude that another explanation is needed to account for our experimental results.
Next we compare the data to Luttinger liquid predictions for two crossed SWNTs with identical LL parameter g [15, 16] . Since the experiment is carried out at zero tube-tube current, single-electron tunneling at the crossing can be neglected, and hence only tube-tube electrostatic coupling and crossing-induced backscattering (CIB) processes need to be taken into account. The importance of CIB processes due to the tube deformation has been stressed in several previous experimental [19, 24] and theoretical studies [25, 26] . Both are taken as local couplings acting only at the crossing. Adopting the standard bosonization formalism [27] , for g < 1/5, the most relevant part of the density operator in tube α = A, B is [4] 
where ϕ c+,α is the boson field describing charged lowenergy excitations (plasmons) of the SWNT. Choosing spatial coordinates such that x = 0 corresponds to the crossing point, the Hamiltonian H = H 0 + H AB + H CIB consists of the clean LL part, H 0 = α H LL,α , a local tube-tube coupling H AB = λ 0 ρ A (0)ρ B (0), and the CIB part H CIB = λ 1 ρ A (0) + λ 2 ρ B (0). Standard renormalization group (RG) analysis [27] yields the lowest-order flow
where ℓ is the usual flow parameter, dℓ = −d ln D, i.e., one decreases the high-energy bandwidth cutoff D and compensates this decrease by adjusting the couplings. The initial coupling constants λ 0,1,2 (0) could be accessed from microscopic considerations, but here are only assumed to be non-zero. Integration of Eq. (1) yields
Apparently, at low energies (large ℓ), the RG flow is completely dominated by λ 0 (ℓ) due to the last term in Eq. (2) . Ignoring the couplings λ 1,2 (ℓ) at such energy scales is then justified, and one can use the single-channel model with only the λ 0 coupling of Refs. [15, 16] , taken at effective interaction parameter K eff = 4g − 1/2. Taking g = 0.16, this gives K eff = 0.14. For this argument, it is crucial that g < 1/5 and λ 1,2 (0) = 0, for otherwise λ 0 is irrelevant for all g > 1/8. The CIB processes therefore drive the electrostatic tube-tube coupling λ 0 to be the dominant interaction in this crossed geometry. The relevancy of the coupling λ 0 now generates a ZBA which disappears when current flows in the second tube, in agreement with experiments. For K eff = 1/4 (corresponding to g = 0.1875), this can be made explicit by a simple analytical solution of the resulting transport problem [16] . While the exact solution can be obtained for any K eff as well [28] , away from K eff = 1/4 this solution is less transparent and shows only slight differences. We therefore focus here on K eff = 1/4, where the current through SWNTs α = A, B is
with U ± obeying the self-consistency relations
with the digamma function Ψ, V ± = (V A ± V B )/ √ 2, and an effective coupling strength T B , which depends on the system parameters, in particular on the initial couplings λ 0,1,2 (0). Figures 4(a-b) show modified dI A /dV A (V A ) curves of Fig. 3 . Indeed, Fig. 3 shows that the high-bias differential conductance dI A /dV A saturates at (17.9 kΩ) −1 instead of 4e 2 /h, which is the high-bias conductance predicted by Eqs. (3) and (4) . We therefore argue that a resistance R c = 11.4 kΩ lies in series with the I B dependent contribution of the inter-tube coupling in order to obtain this dI A /dV A saturation. The resistance R c , presumably located at the tube-electrode interfaces, is taken constant. This approximation is quite good since the ZBA tends to disappear for large I B , leaving only a weak 1/R c conductance modulation, see Fig. 3(b) . Moreover, the conductance is known to change only slightly with T or V in experiments on individual SWNTs that are well contacted with contact resistance of the order 10 kΩ [2, 3] . Figs. 4(c,d) show the predicted dI A /dV A (V A ) curves calculated from Eq. (3) with (4). The effective coupling T B is set at T B = 11.6 K to get agreement with the experimental value for G A at 20 K, I B = 0 and V A = 0. Despite the above-mentioned approximations, the agreement of theory and experiment is quite good. After fixing T B , no parameter is tuned to calculate the conductance variation with V A , T and I B . We note in passing that Eqs. (3,4) predict the emergence of minima in dI A /dV A (V A ) at large I B , when I B 1 µA. These interesting features have not been observed though. One probable cause could be the inelastic scattering on optical phonons, which takes place at such large currents [29] . Scattering processes of this kind are not included in Eqs. (3) and (4) .
We have presented experimental data for transport in crossed metallic single-wall carbon nanotubes. The results are in rather good agreement with a theoretical analysis based on the Luttinger liquid model, and cannot be rationalized by several alternative mechanisms. We therefore take this as new evidence for the Luttinger liquid picture of SWNTs beyond tunneling experiments.
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